Ahilya Community Service Club
Notes from the field: Sept 2021

It has been a busy few months at ACSC!
To our dear supporters,
We have had a busy few months! After the second wave, we made multiple trips to Maheshwar and interacted closely with Ahilya
Club members to work on our various plans and projects.
As expected, we faced many challenges. The pressing need to go back to work and the ongoing need for Covid ”awareness” required
careful consideration. While we re-opened each of our organisations slowly, we strove to find a balance and draw attention to the
need to practice Covid safety measures. Many in our community felt extreme Covid fatigue in terms of adhering to strict guidelines
and this proved to be quite a challenge for our Executive Ward Committee and Mohalla Captains.
We marked important milestones and occasions with different initiatives. To celebrate India’s 75th Independence Day on August
15th, we had a creative competition with each Mohalla inviting all the children to make paintings reflecting on what it means to live
in a Covid free world. The inauguration of our “Covid Response” clinic was held on Ahilya Devi Holkar’s punyathiti (death
anniversary), Sept 6th, in keeping with the values she instilled in our community during her reign.
We have made many positive strides and we continue to be grateful for your support.
Sincerely,
Ahilya Community Services Club
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Notes from the Field: AJCN
Nursing Student Training Program
embraced by our community
members
•

Our Akhand Jyoti College of Nursing students
loved their six-week training & stint with us in
June/July

•

They did over 1,700 primary health care check ups
for members of our community

•

Many of them expressed a desire to come back to
Maheshwar and work with our initiative and train
further under Dr Lachheta, head of Maheshwar
CHC

•

The Primary Health Care cards created for
members of our community help us in our
“preparedness” for the next wave of Covid
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Notes from the Field: Gratitude to
our Supporters for their Generous
Donations

•

We thank Rupali Shah, Tom Farrell & Lisa
Barsumian, Godrej & FromUstoThem for donating
oxygen concentrators to ACSC at a very difficult
time during the second wave

•

We thank the NEST foundation for supporting our
organisations with essential food and rations, as
well as financial aid to the artisans
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Notes from the field: Mohalla
Painting Competition

•

As part of our ongoing effort to spread Covid
awareness and to create young Covid defenders,
the ACSC held a painting competition for the
school children in and around Maheshwar

•

As October marks the start of the festive season in
India, the theme we chose for the competition was
“Celebrate Carefully”, encouraging Covid
appropriate precautions during this highly social
time

•

It was wonderful to see how the children
incorporated festivals from many faiths into their
artwork, representing the vibrant plurality of India

•

The winning artwork by 11-year-old Krish of
Scholar Academy, Maheshwar was published in the
weekend edition of the local paper
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Notes from the field: Inauguration
of our Covid Response Clinic
•

The ACSC members came together to discuss how we could
open a clinic for our community, based on our lessons from
operating a dispensary in the same space about 20 years ago

•

A clinic committee was formed to renovate and repurpose a
storage space into our Covid Response Clinic

•

Good Earth India made a generous donation to ACSC to run
a Covid Response Clinic over the next 6 months of the
pandemic

•

Dr Lachheta (the head of our CHC), Dr Hemant Soni and Dr
Sakshi (SVS Hospital) inaugurated the space with us on
Ahilya Bai Holkar’s punyathiti (death anniversary,) carrying
on the values that she instilled in our community

•

Through a series of meetings with the clinic committee and
our mentor group at ACSC we create a “High Risk” Covid
program so members of our weaving centers with comorbidities can get subsidized treatment for diabetes and
high blood pressure

•

These Covid related programs will be run under the
guidance of Dr Sakshi who will practice at the Ahilya Clinic
6
twice a week

Next Steps & Looking Ahead
•
•

•

We look forward to seeing the ownership and
commitment from ACSC members to ensure the
clinic runs efficiently
The Clinic will also function as a space to host
various programs to be organized addressing the
community’s health needs, with a primary focus on
Covid preparedness
Through this initiative, we hope to link patient
needs with private hospitals and Dr. Lachheta’s
team at CHC
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Thank You For Your Support
For any further information, contact Hema at ambaweave@gmail.com
@AhilyaCommunityServiceClub

